Financial difficulties for one of
your third parties could severely
impact your business.
Do you know what the future holds?

The challenge
Much can change after you’ve made the decision to onboard a third party, but it’s hard to keep track of all third-party risks without the
necessary time, resources, and data.
In times of economic uncertainty, many of your third-party partners will experience financial distress. Geopolitical turmoil,
macroeconomic unrest, and financial instability-even in the farthest corners of the world-can throw your supply chain into chaos and
cause ripple effects throughout your organization. Do you know which ones will knock on your door first?
How do you achieve increased visibility into the financial health of your third-party network and target proactive measures to
minimize impact?

The solution
KPMG Viability Risk Monitoring is designed to monitor and identify threats in real time, facilitating a swift response–before
disruption strikes.
Leveraging patented algorithms and a multitude of data
sources to analyze conventional and emerging risks,
KPMG Viability Risk Monitoring isolates urgent issues
and monitors your third-party network.
We calculate the risk each vendor presents to your businesshelping you improve the resiliency, efficiency, and value of
your supply chain. Now with patented analytical intelligence
engines for risk-sensing capabilities, KPMG can help give you
more time to proactively respond to emerging threats.
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Designed for action

Beyond reporting: real‑time and forward‑looking vulnerability visualization
KPMG Viability Risk Monitoring provides powerful oversight with a dynamic, real-time dashboard that analyzes and projects
vulnerabilities across all relationships, so you have time to act before potentially damaging events impact your business.
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Why KPMG
Manage risk, not data

Lower overall third-party management cost

Promotes advanced warning of disruption to give
you time to act

Patented visualization stresses urgent threats
and vulnerabilities

Anywhere, anytime access

Advanced multidimensional analysis

Data from thousands of third parties, mostly private
companies, across 90 countries

Incorporates financial and geopolitical risk factors to
project vulnerability levels

Contact KPMG
How protected is your supply chain from disruption?
To learn more about how you can improve the stability of your third-party network,
please visit read.kpmg.us/ondemand, or contact us.
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